
BIOTECHNOLOGY
BioTechnology refers to humans applying technology to 

living things to achieve what we want in medicines, 
agriculture, and industries. 

- Western Medicines are chemicals, tested by scientists
as cures to conditions and illnesses.

- Traditional Medicines often include indigenous plants
and animals. Many of these are very effective cures, but
are being over-used, and so many of these living things
face extinction.

(See examples on page 26.)
- Complementary Alternative Medicines combine

modern knowledge with that of tradition.



MEDICAL BIOTECHNOLOGY
• Vaccination – scientists have taken only harmless parts of

disease-bacteria, and have put these parts into a vaccine.
This is injected into a person. This person’s body can now
learn the plan of this bacterial germ, and work out an
AntiBody for it, so that it is ready to fight it when the real
germ comes in.

• AntiBiotics – these are formed using fungi and bacteria.
They are designed to kill the living germs that have caused
your disease. (They do not work on viruses, because these
viruses are not really living.)

• Blood TransFusion – People donate blood that can be
stored, identified by blood-type, and used in emergencies
for dying patients.



• Tissue Culture – this is the growing of cells on a nutrient solution,
into a plant or animal tissue. This allows scientists to experiment
on the tissue without harming any plants or animals.

• Stem Cells – Do you remember the MeriStem in the plant, where
new (undifferentiated) cells are produced all the time and can be
changed into any specific type of cell needed? Well, cells inside
human embryos do the same thing. So do cells in the blood of the
umbilical cord of a newborn baby. Also those in your own bone
marrow. These cells can now be used to treat cells of the brain, the
vertebral column, and for diabetes.

(Why do many scientists choose
not to use Stem Cells taken
directly from embryos? Will
those embryos die as a result?)



• Agriculture – Yeast (a fungus) is used to make beer, wine, bread,
yoghurt, cheese.

- Bacteria are used to make compost.
- Bacteria are used to break down excess sewage.

• Genetic Engineering is when scientists actually change the plan in
the nucleus of the micro-organism to allow it to do new things (like
a certain bacterium that is now making insulin for diabetic humans
to inject into themselves).

• Cloning – simple plants do not have sex for reproduction: one
parent is all they need, and the child-plant has exactly the same
plan as them. Cloning is when scientists use the plan from one
animal parent only, to produce a child that looks exactly the same
as the parent. (Like: Dolly, the Australian sheep. And Futhi, the
South African cow.)



How Futhi (the Cow) was cloned
• From a stem-cell of SuperCow, a nucleus was taken.

• An egg cell was taken from Cow#2, its nucleus was
thrown out, and SuperCow’s nucleus was put in its
place.

• A gentle electric shock was applied, to start mitosis.

• This dividing set of cells was then placed in the
womb of Cow#3.

Result: A calf (called Futhi) with exactly the same
plan as SuperCow.




